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Alba Iulia – the city

Alba Iulia is located in the heart of 
the Transylvanian plateau, 460 5’ 
north latitude and 210 15' east 
longitude, 330 m altitude.
The city was the first Capital of 
the three Romanian countries. On 
1st of November 1599, Mihai 
Viteazu united Transylvania, 
Moldova and South Romanian 
lands and established the Capital 
in Alba Iulia. 
On the first of December 1918, 
Alba Iulia hosted the Grand 
National Assembly which led to 
the re-unification of Transylvania 
Region with the Kingdom of 
Romania. The coronation of King 
Ferdinand and Queen Mary was 
also held in Alba Iulia (15th 
October 1922).
The National Day of Romania 
was celebrated for the first time 
on the 1st of December 1990, in 
Alba Iulia.



The Public Transport in Alba Iulia

By Romanian standards, Alba 
Iulia is a city of medium size, 
with a population of about 
66,000 inhabitants.
Vauban-style fortress, one of 
the largest and best preserved 
in the world, is located in the 
middle of town. Inside the 
monument, the public 
transport is prohibited. This is 
why public transport lines in 
the municipality are required 
to follow a circular shape in 
order to cover all districts. 
However, the arrangement of 
routes makes the most of 
homes (90%) and businesses 
are within 300m of a bus stop.



 The Public Transport in Alba Iulia

The public transport system in Alba Iulia gives each citizen the possibility to have an active 
social life, access to work, education and local authorities. This became possible even though 
the locals do not own a car, regardless of race, religion or income. Our routes cover the whole 
city so that our transport users can make use of it wherever they want, whenever they want. 
Although our company is 100% private, we consider ourselves to be a public service, having as 
a mission the permanent increase in the quality of the transport for passengers in Alba Iulia. STP 
is operating also in Turda - Cluj county (city situated 60 kilometers away from Alba Iulia). This is 
a similar city in the aspect of the number of inhabitants and transport necessities. 



For the first time in Romania: Integrated Metropolitan Transport

Members: 
Alba Iulia Municipality
Local Administration: Ciugud, Sîntimbru, Ighiu, 
Cricău, Galda de Jos and Întregalde
Total population: 

90.000 inhabitants

The greatest achievement was the establishment of Alba Iulia Metropolitan Area, which 
benefits of integrated public passenger transport (single information service, single ticketing 
scheme and single timetable) and public service obligation (PSO) in accordance with the 
Regulation (EC) 1370/2007 on public passenger transport services by rail and by road.0



Metropolitan Area of Alba Iulia

The ability of a medium-sized city 
of thinking since 2008 the 

organization of integrated public 
passenger transport:

- The association of local administrations in 
2008 (local councils) aiming the establishment, 
organisation, regulation, operation, monitoring 
and management of local public transport under 
a single authority (AIDA – TL); 
- AIDA-TL authorisation according to Romanian 
law in order to exercise local public transport 
services; 
- Open public tender for establishing the PT 
operator  and definition of the contract for PT as 
a public service . 
- Contract approval and delegation of power for 
AIDA -TL to sign the contract on behalf of local 
administrations. 
Effective date: 10.09.2012



County (regional) Transport vs. Metropolitan Transport

AIDA-TL principle: giving up traditional urban 
transport planning by focusing on large and 
expensive projects and the transition to 
sustainable urban mobility planning by focussing 
on effective and gradual improvements. 
The main advantage of the Metropolitan Transport: 
provides integrated public passenger transport - 
interconnected transport services in a geographic 
area with a unique service information charge, a 
single ticketing scheme and single timetable.

Before: 
- Stopping buses and minivans (minibuses!) was only allowed in the bus terminal (coach station); 
- Significant loss of time for the passengers; 
After: 
- Routes are touching all points of interest in the city and in all urban transport stations; 
- Reducing travel times and improving transhipment; 
- PT is performed only by urban buses (the first effect: quick transfer of passengers at points of 
boarding on the crowded routes). 



Before:
- Routes could be changed only once a year by the county 
council; 
- Local councils from neighboring municipalities had no 
jurisdiction in approving traffic routes and schedules. 
- Correlation of intermodal traffic graphs of county and urban 
transport were empirical, each authority had its own 
"priorities", with no penalties for failure correlation graphs and 
no competent authority to apply it.
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After: 
- Each local council member of AIDA - TL can approve its own 

schedules and has the decision of introducing new routes; it is also 

possible to adapt the transport capacities (whenever the situation 

requires and with a immediate effects for users), by a simple 

decision of the local council.

- For all routes of AIDA - TL ( 42 lines ) there is a single program 

transport with integrated timetable for reducing travel time, 

interconnected, better coordinated transhipments analysed for the 

first time by a single authority.

- The use of intelligent transport systems (ITS ) offers adequate 

information before and during the journey (panels displaying the 

arrival times, voice - box, billboards, dynamic displays devices 

inside the bus, etc.
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Before:
- Tariffs were approved by County Council without the possibility of granting facilities when using of 
several vehicles during a specific period of time; 
- Travel tickets were not available for urban transport (County Council and regular county operators didn`t 
implement ticketing systems).

After:
- Each member of AIDA-TL approves its rates for their own routes, in connection with the conditions of 
transport which they request; each community and local authority can monitor and sanction the service 
provided; 
- 7 tariff zones around the city of Alba Iulia, properly arranged by the geographical and administrative 
criteria; 
- The ticket is valid for 60, 70, 90 or 120 minutes, depending on the tariff; The validity is calculated so at 
least 30 minutes are still available inside the tariff zone nr. 1 (Alba Iulia); the passenger can use any 
means of transport without paying a surcharge.



For example, a ticket purchased from Bucerdea Vinoasă (tariff zone 4 - green) is also valid for 70 minutes on all the lower areas ( tariff 
zones 3, 2 and 1) and costs 6 lei (about 1,25 euro) for complete route up Alba Iulia (length 17 km). This trip usually takes 40 minutes, so 
the traveler can benefit from 30 more minutes of ticket validity in the city of Alba Iulia, no matter how many vehicles change. If one would 
like to purchase tickets only until one nearest village, he can pay less than a full ticket.
A monthly subscription purchased for Bucerdea Vinoasă (zone 4), costs 160 lei and is available in the lower tariff areas (3, 2 and 1). This 
pass can be used for an unlimited number of trips both in Alba Iulia (zone 1 - red) and any other areas of the lower pricing: Ighiu Hăpria 
Toto (zone 3 - yellow) and Ciugud, Teleac or Sîntimbru ( zone 2 - orange), etc.

How does it work?

Travel passes and tickets are 
available in the appropriate tariff zone 
but also inside the tariff zones below 
(as price). One can buy a ticket for 
tariff zone no. 3; he can travel with the 
same ticket inside tariff zones 2 and 1 
and he can make any number of 
interchanges he needs (during the 
validity time of the ticket). 

The Metropolitan transport system 
provides for every citizen in the 
area: freedom of movement, travel 
conditions similar to those in Alba 
Iulia for all neighbouring 
municipalities, unified ticketing and 
good prices.



Immediate effects of the transition from county transport system to metropolitan public 
transport based on European legislation - REGULATION (EC) No 1370/2007 on public 
passenger transport services by rail and by road:

Increasing the number of passengers. Since October 2012, after the implementation of 
the existing local public transport system in Alba Iulia (maintaining the same standards 
of quality and municipalities in the metropolitan area), the number of journeys made   by 
public transport between Alba Iulia and villages metropolitan areas (tariff zones 2-7) 
increased by 43% from September to October 2012 (from the first month).

In absolute figures, the number of additional trips per month was 27,300. Calculating per 
working-day, at least 1,050 additional trips were made per day. It means that about 525 
unique passengers per day traveled to Alba Iulia using public transport instead of the 
car.

If we take into account the average occupancy rate of 2.5 persons/vehicle, results that at 
least 210 cars were displaced every day in our city traffic during the peak hours (7.30 to 
8.15). This translates into 210 more parking spaces, available each day. Given that, we 
add the reduction of CO2 emissions in the city and we already get the full picture of the 
benefits of such a system.



Public Transport in Alba Iulia 

The fleet

The bus fleet consists of 120 busses most of them not older than 6 years; they have a 
reduced impact over the environment, and are equipped with air conditioning and 
supplementary heating systems. We have built our own fuel station and we have one of 
the most modern car wash, which allows us to ensure transportation using exclusively 
busses that are washed twice a day. The people with special needs can travel easily on 
the routes of Alba Iulia: we have low-floor busses, busses equipped with ramp and level 
boarding.
The average age of the bus fleet is between 5-6 years. All vehicles are painted in 
corporate red design and are available for outdoor advertising. Each vehicle has a ticket 
validation machine onboard and most of them have air-conditioning. 



Major investments – STP in numbers

Despite the economical context, STP was able to invest during the 
last years in PT service, in order to maintain the number of 
passengers and to win new customers. 
2006 
11 buses were bought (7 new and 4 second – hand): 570.000 Euro
2007 
6 buses were bought (new): 420.000 Euro
 2008
7 buses were bought (4 new and 3 second hand): 700.000 Euro
2009
21 buses were bought (14 were new buses and 7 were second – 
hand): 2.320.000 Euro
Washing facility: 214.000 Euro
2010
20 buses were bought (17 new buses and 3 second- hand): 
2.764.000 Euro
A new fuel station: 124.000 Euro
2011
19 buses were bought (12 new buses and 7 second hand): 
2.049.000 Euro
Ticketing and voice – boxes: 300.000 Euro
2012
4 buses were bought (second hand)

Total investment - approx. € 10 million in the past seven years



Integrated ticketing

 Alba Iulia introduced for the first time in 
Romania (since 2010) the tariff validity of one 
hour/ticket at Alba Iulia, valid on any means of 
transport, including suburbs (different validity 
periods, depending on the distance).
The following tickets are available: 
* one - hour valid ticket (no matter how many 
interchanges) – for the first time in Romania: 
2,5 lei/hour (0,55 EURO);
* monthly pass: 75 lei (16,7 EURO);
* different rates for each Metropolitan Zone;
* gratuities established in the relation with the 
Local Authorities. 

Since 2011 Alba Iulia introduced the possibility 
to pay the ride via SMS.

The urban mobility cards for all travelers are available.



The beneficiaries of local public transportation facilities (by Law or Resolutions of local councils 
members of AIDA-TL):

- People with disabilities, their personal assistants and attendants (free) - Law 448/2006
- Students in middle school and high school (50% fare reduction) - Law 1/2011
- Veterans and war widows (free) - Law no. 44/1994
- The deportees (refugees) and displaced , persecuted political prisoners  for  ethnic or political

          reasons (free) - Law 118/1990
- Fighters in the  Revolution of December 1989 (free) - Law 42/1990 
- Blood donors (50% fare reduction for 2 months) - H.G.1364/2006
- Army personnel who died in military actions and their offsprings (free) -OUG 82/2006
- Pensioners and persons of retirement age (free)
- Unemployed (free)

The payment of  the value of transport by local public administration authority for the beneficiaries of 
local public transportation facilities, established by law or approved for certain categories of persons from 
the local councils and the General Assembly of AIDA-TL shall be  based  on ticket validation type card in 
the buses at the  approved tariff  for ticket charging area,  but no more than the rate for subscription tariff 
area corresponding to the territorial administrative unit in which the beneficiary resides.

Invoices issued by the operator for each category of persons who benefit from the local public transport 
facilities will be accompanied, for each territorial administrative unit member of  AIDA-TL, by the records 
of  the monthly trips for each beneficiary and will include: name, personal identification number, smart 
card ID, date, boarding time (validation), route code and the number of the license plate of the bus  
which was used for each trip.



 
• STP website (with route planner);
• dynamic display panels in 70% of the bus lines stops with actual arrival 
times;
• electronic ticketing;
• an info-line to improve traffic conditions (citizens can call for free to make 
proposals on local transport or to report any problems they may have 
experienced);
• campaigns: the film bus (during a festival in the city, a double-decker was 
transformed in a mobile cinema where short movies were broadcasted); the 
Revolution bus (an old bus, used in the communist era of Romania was 
released on a line; inside there was a photo exhibition related to the 
Romanian revolution in 1989 and some actors were replying the atmosphere);
• voice boxes at the bus stops and in the buses (we also changed the voice 
after it was considered too unfriendly);
• drivers training.
• PT maps at all stops and inside the buses.
• The new PT Map of Alba Iulia Metropolitan Area
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Quality improvement actions during the last 3 years:



A new PT  was designed. 
The maps were posted 
inside the buses and at the 
bus stations, all around the 
city. 



We care about the time of our passengers

Our busses are equipped with GPS, allowing us to use a fleet management and dispatching system. 
Therefore, the traffic charts are precisely observed and the traveler waits less time in the stations. 
We own an integrated traffic monitoring system on all the vehicles and on all routes, which can thus 
be localised in real time on the digitalised map of the entire park.
For the most part of the stations there can be found display boards with real arrival time, and in the 
means of transportation there are dynamic display systems, where the current station and the 
following station is always announced. These facilities are doubled by the vocal announcing of the 
lines and stations, both in the stations and in the all busses.

 Customer support



 We care about what our customers think 

Because we care about what our customers think about us, we have launched an information campaign 
aimed at improving the services offered to passengers in Alba Iulia. Citizens can call for free from any fix 
or mobile network to 0800800STP to make proposals on local transport or to report any problems they 
found.
We get back to them in order to let them know how the problem was solved. 

Green line - PT



STP introduced the first double-decker, used in Romania for PT and it can be 
used by all passenger, on the regular routes. The ticket costs the same as a 
regular one. The double-decker can be also used as a touristic bus in the city.
Another one was introduced in Turda.

The first double-decker in Romania 



Marketing and Communication

Cinema – Bus

STP intends to attract more 
citizens by public transport. 
New campaigns were 
initiated for constantly 
attracting new potential 
customers. Such a campaign 
is the "Cinema bus". 
Between 13 and 16 
November 2011, a bus was 
transformed into a cinema on 
wheels, providing the public 
with shorts movies. The price 
was the ticket. 



Marketing and Communication

The Revolution Bus Campaign
 
21 of December 2011, celebrating 
the Romanian Revolution ... and 
the changes in Public Transport! 
We brought an old bus (an Ikarus 
that used to run in the communist 
period) and we organised an 
exhibition inside with pictures and 
a movie about how things 
happened in Alba Iulia. The 
exhibition was mobile and the bus 
traveled in the city on the normal 
routes. Hundreds of people visited 
it and travelled with it. STP used 
also some actors for example for 
the selling tickets lady and some 
characters in the bus. 



Marketing and Communication

 
Nights of the Museums 
Campaign
 
STP made a partnership with 
the National Museum of Alba 
Iulia related to the Night of 
the Museums event (18 May 
2013). 
STP introduced a special 
night line for Museum area. 
Once achieved, the ticket 
was also valid for the way 
back. 

The Campaign was promoted in the city using some historical 
characters (Museum employees) which travelled by bus. 



Marketing and Communication

Following the 60Th UITP World 
Congress in Geneva in May 2013, 
UITP launched the ‘All together for 
public transport growth ’ 
movement. UITP invited its 
members in 92 countries around the 
world to unite during European 
Mobility Week (16-22 September) to 
display the ‘ Grow with Public 
Transport ’  campaign message in 
buses, metros, trams and online to 
make a coordinated call for greater 
support in order to obtain more and 
better public transport. 
For the first time, the public 
transport sector has united across 
five continents and 30 countries 
(including 20 capital cities) to speak 
with the same voice at the same 
time. Why? To show that the public 
transport sector is united with a 
common aim: making cities better 
places to live and work. 

Participating cityes/regions: Abu Dhabi (DOT), Alba Iulia (STP), Bangkok (BMCL), Belgrad, Bruxelles (STIB), Budapest (BKK), 
Cagliari (CTM), Catalonia (FGC), Chennai (CMRL), Cork (Bus Eireann), Doha (Mowasalat), Dubai (RTA), Dublin (Bus Eireann), Flandra 
(De Lijn), Galway (Bus Eireann), Gauteng (Gautrain), Gdynia (ZKM), Hanovra (ÜSTRA), Izmir (ESHOT), Lazio (Cotral), Limerick (Bus 
Eireann), Linz (Linz Linien GmbH), Lisabona (Carris/Metro), Londra (TfL), Madrid (CTRM), Mashhad (Musroc), Milano (ATM), Montreal 
(STM, AMT), New Delhi (DIMTS), Paris (RATP Group), Samsun (Samulas Light Rail System), Sibiu (Tursib), Sligo (Bus Eireann), Viena 
(Wiener Linien), Wallonia (TEC), Varșovia (MZA, Warsaw Metro), Waterford (Bus Eireann), Club Metropolitan – Asociaţia pentru 
Mobilitate Metropolitană.



Sustainable Mobility - since kindergarten

STP Alba Iulia was a part of this 

campaign. 

Beside sending the general message 

via buses and bus stops, STP Alba 

Iulia organized a campaign that 

included about 250 children from a 

kindergarden. They learned about how 

to travel by bus (how to buy and use a 

ticket, what are the main rules inside 

the bus etc). 

There were 4 days of traveling by bus 

and during the 5th day, there was an 

exhibition and a small spectacle in a 

shopping mall. 

All the photos taken during the five 

days were posted during the spectacle, 

so the parents could take it home and 

have a first public transport memory 

with their kids. All the pictures were 

personalized with the campaign logos 

and taglines. 

The children drew their first bus trip and post it 

in the shopping mall. 



Free Wifi, for the first time in România 

Free WiFi
Implemented since 1st of December 2013.  
WiFi is available inside all buses. STP Alba Iulia is the first public transport operator in 
Romania that offered this facility, for free for all PT users. 



STP provides public services according to the following quality standards: 

SR EN 13816:2003 - Quality systems for public passenger transport services 
SR EN 15140:2006 - Quality Measurement System for public transport (in real time) 
SR ISO/CEI 27001:2006 - Information Security Management System (personal data - ticketing)



ENERQI aims to improve public transport by using observations of customers regarding quality.

Between 2010 and 2013, ENERQI is implementing an innovative quality monitoring system for public transport in 8 towns, 

cities and regions across Europe. Uniquely, ENERQI involves voluntary observers to monitor the quality of bus, tram and 

metro lines. These volunteers are regular public transport users who have agreed to answer questionnaires on a regular 

basis about their experiences.

STP Alba Iulia partners are public transport operators cities of Europe and other European entities related to the quality 

of public transport: Carris Lissabon (Portugal); Holding Linien Graz (Austria); CRES Athens (Greece); Tisseo Toulouse 

(France); Transdev Burnley & Pendle (United Kingdom); Public Transport and DTV Consultants Breda (Netherlands); 

Plovdiv (Bulgaria); Romanian Union of Public Transport (Romania); POLIS - European Cities and Regions Networking for 

Innovative Transport Solutions; TIS - Transport, Innovation and System.

STP recruited 557 observers (275 were planned at the beginning). Most of them were recruited directly in the bus by STP 

operators. The results are used to improve the quality of public transport in these 8 areas making it a more attractive 

alternative for the car!

ENERQI gave the possibility to measure the quality perception and the effect of local improvements. The report is based 

on the evaluation topics, as it results from the web-tool developed in the project time.

Quality: Alba Iulia – demonstrator in ENERQI project 



Quality: public transport - the best public service managend by 
Alba Iulia Municipality 

Local community Barometer: Alba Iulia 2014

A study released by the University of Alba Iulia 
placed the urban public transport on first 
place in the city's inhabitants assessments 
between public services managed by the 
Municipality. Over 82% of respondents felt 
that public transport in the city deserves the 
qualification "very good" and "good".

The study, called "local community 
Barometer: Alba Iulia 2014" is part of a 
project that takes place over a period of four 
years regarding how citizens relate to the 
development of the city, the level of 
satisfaction with the administrative process 
and more. A total of 14 issues have been 
verified by the Municipality of Alba Iulia 
services.

The results are similar to ENERQI.



International networking for sustainable mobility

Forum for Sustainable Mobility and Metropolitan Development, 8-9 th of April 2014, Alba Iulia

On 8-9 April, Alba Iulia hosted the Forum for Sustainable Mobility and Metropolitan Development organized 
by Club Metropolitan – the Association for Metropolitan Mobility (AMM). This fourth edition of the event was  
organised with the support of UITP, AID Alba, Alba Iulia City Hall, STP Alba Iulia and Oradea Metropolitan 
Area. 
The Forum was one-of-a-kind opportunity in Romania to debate the problems, but also the projects and 
opportunities on metropolitan mobility.
A  Memorandum was signed in Alba Iulia during the Forum.

Alain Flausch, Secretary General – International 
Association of Public Transport (UITP) 

The Mayor of Alba Iulia, Mircea Hava 



The Memorandum of Understanding to ensure the interoperability of fare systems was signed in Alba Iulia by 11 public 

transport actors: 

International Association of Public Transport (UITP), Association for Metropolitan Mobility (AMM), Intercommunity 

Development Association Alba Iulia – Local Transport (AIDA TL), Alba Iulia Public Transport Company (STP Alba Iulia), 

Bucharest Public Transport Operator (RATB), Meditur SA Mediaş, Oradea Transport Local SA (OTL) Oradea, next to 

Oradea Metropolitan Area (ZMO), Intercommunity Development Association  Râmnicu Sărat (ATRAS), Transport Urban 

de Călători SA Râmnicu Sărat (TUC) and Transmixt SA Bistrita.

STP Alba Iulia is a member of the Mobility Group established at the level General Mayoralty of Bucharest for achieving 
Integrated Mobility Plan in Bucharest and its area of influence.

International networking for sustainable mobility



Alba Iulia, one of the 10 Romanian municipalities involved in the Alba Iulia, one of the 10 Romanian municipalities involved in the BUMP projectBUMP project, has  benefitted , has  benefitted 

from the following support regarding SUMP elaboration:from the following support regarding SUMP elaboration:

- 3 representatives (from municipality technical staff and from AIDA) have been beneficiaries of - 3 representatives (from municipality technical staff and from AIDA) have been beneficiaries of 

a training session a training session   

- The representatives- The representatives  were were involved in involved in a a mutual learning session mutual learning session at international level at international level to share to share 

know-how and expertise.know-how and expertise.  

- Coaching support (ongoing activity) for the - Coaching support (ongoing activity) for the development of development of Alba Iulia Alba Iulia SUMP, SUMP, consisting of consisting of 

professional, multi-sector help and advice provided by a team of experts appointed by professional, multi-sector help and advice provided by a team of experts appointed by ALEA the ALEA the 

Romanian Romanian partnerpartner in the BUMP project in the BUMP project. . 

Alba Iulia Municipality in BUMP project



An electric bus, clean and very economical traveled for several days (April 2015) on public 
transport routes in Alba Iulia. It was a test that showed that the cost per km can be about 5 
times more economical that when using regular buses. 
The bus is manufactured by the company SOR SOR EBN 10.5 Libchavy, one of the largest 
manufacturers of buses, trolleys and buses in the Czech Republic.
Equipped with a liquid-cooled induction motor Skoda Electric, batteries Cegelec Winston 
Battery / Lithium - ion, the bus has a capacity of 85 passengers (19 seated), battery charging 
time of 7-8 hours, energy autonomy of up to 200 kilometers and can reach a maximum speed 
of 80 kilometers per hour.

Electric bus



The company is concerned about innovation and research. STP began a collaboration (since September 
2011) inventor Cornelius Birtok Baneasa, by special air filters that reduce fuel consumption and increase 
engine power. On some buses were fitted experimental STP also two filters, that offered a reduction 
between 8-11% consumption without any side effects. The experiment was extended to other buses in the 
fleet.
The filter over-aspirant implemented on buses STP Alba Iulia was awarded with the gold medal at the 
International Exhibition of Inventions Geneva in 2012 and special award from the Polish delegation. The air 
transfer dynamic filter was awarded the gold medal at the International Exhibition of Inventions Geneva in 
2014 and the special award from the Hong Kong delegation.

Energy efficiency - Sustainable mobility



“ Smart move in the Metropolitan Area of Alba Iulia ” , the 
project that describes the first metropolitan system 
implemented in Romania brought STP three important awards:

”The best PT Operator in Romania 2013” and
”The best PT Operator in Romania 2014” by TIR Magazin

”The best European bus Company 2013 – IRU Bus Excellence 
Awards 2013”, by International Road Transport Union – IRU.

“ Societatea de Transport Public (STP) SA Alba Iulia wins IRU 
Bus Excellence Award 2013 for significant investments in a 
green and comfortable vehicle fleet accessible to people with 
special needs, and for its punctual schedule, integrated ticketing 
system, and customer satisfaction and information policy. The 
jury rewarded STP SA Alba Iulia for its outstanding and 
comprehensive quality policy, that fulfils all the objectives of the 
Smart Move campaign and will, without a doubt, inspire and 
constitute a model for many companies in the region”.

Jury motivation

STPSTPSTPSTP – general manager Stelian Nicola and Club Metropolitan Club Metropolitan Club Metropolitan Club Metropolitan – 

general manager Ștefan Roșeanu representing Romania at 

IRU Bus Excellence Awards – Kortrijk 2013

Awards

"The most innovative metropolitan PT operator" - won in 2015. 
The award was presented by the National Union of Road 
Hauliers from Romania (UNTRR) during the Transportation 
Industry Awards Gala - Bucharest. 



Barriers to sustainable urban development in Romania which affects Sustainable 

Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) in progress

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans to be realized in the cities/urban agglomerations must consider of local transport 

organized by the County Councils (also called transport County and to the detriment which should develop 

metropolitan transport) and inter-county transport organized by the Romanian Road Authority - Central 

Administration Bucharest. In fact, they are equivalent to regional transport in other EU countries.

For both types of transport (county and inter-county) must be considered to achieve sustainable urban mobility 

plans at least the following reasons:

- Both have routes through towns and stop at bus terminals (only here have the legal right). But the cars do not 

stop just here, but also all over the city (illegally).

- carrying a large flow of passengers to be taken up by urban transport organized by municipalities (the "last 

kilometer" problem). There are no statistics from any authority situation on the the real number of passengers 

transported because this would be able to quantify the real income and implicitly tax evasion. There is no 

centralized statistics situation performed by any public authority on behalf of the operators, their number and 

routes served.

- For the same reason refuse implementation of eTicketing systems which would be absolutely necessary to ensure 

continuity and transfer passengers intermodal trip

- It is a very large number of passenger vehicles with significant implications on the traffic values and pollution that 

must necessarily be taken into consideration for achieving Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans

- Unfair competition. These operators have lower tariffs by at least 50% compared to an honest operator.

- while in all similar cases in the European Union the amount of compensation granted to cover the costs imposed 

on it by the public service obligation (PSO) is very high (eg in Lombardy - Italy their level is over 20 mil. Euro/year) 

in Romania not granted compensation to county and inter-county transport. Not at all, no one Euro. Is this really 

possible?



Barriers to sustainable urban development in Romania which affects Sustainable 

Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) in progress

Some infringements of Community law to organizing of county and inter-county (regional) transportation

1. It performs without a Public Service Contract (PSC). Although some county authorities sign a document called 

the "contract", they are not in compliance with Regulation 1370/2007 (infringes Art. 4 and in particular Annex to 

Regulation 1370/2007).

Arguments:

- accordance with national law, the operator has the exclusive rights to local transport organized by the County 

Councils. Also, inter-county transport operator has the exclusive rights for each race (excluded any other operator 

in the same departure time, another operator can go on the same route only after an interval of at least 30 

minutes). In conjunction with art. 3 (1) of Regulation 1370/2007, where an operator is granted an exclusive right, it 

could be done only under a Public Service Contract (PSC).

- Both county and inter-county transport operator's is imposed on the public service obligation (PSO): transport 

schedule is requested, a number of vehicles required, with facilities and also pollution norms imposed. According 

to art. 3 Paragraph 2 of Regulation 1370/2007 should be signed a public service as defined by art. 4 of the 

Regulation.

2. Allocating routes by the county councils and Romanian Road Authority infringes EU Procurement Rules.

The main violation is that the fare is not the an award criterion.

3. The tariffs are not approved by the county councils even though national legislation expressly provides for 

this. Tariffs are set by the operator although it is a Service of General Economic Interest (SGEI).

There are cases where some county councils approve tariffs but all aprroval, without exception, are adopted in 

violation of the law (not prepares documentation required by Art. 20, Art. 28 and Annex to the Order 272/2007 of 

the National Authority for Regulation Public Utilities Community Services). At inter-county transport law states that 

rates are formed freely on the market, between supply and demand.



Barriers to sustainable urban development in Romania which affects Sustainable 

Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) in progress

Short conclusion: both the county and inter-county transport (regional transport) routes shall be awarded for a 

period of 6 years with infringement of EU Procurement Rules, the operator has the exclusive right (excluding any 

other operator), discretionary tariffs are set by operator and they are not approved by any authority (or are 

approved in with infringement of  national legislation). Do not sign a contract of public services.

4. At these illegal tariffs (see no. 3 above) are paid and inter county transport facilities (people with disabilities, 

students, pensioners, veterans, etc.).

These payments are not made from the budget of the contracting authorities (county councils), but from the other 

budget public entities: Ministry of Labour and Social Protection, the National Authority for People with Disabilities, 

Ministry of National Education, etc. At illegal tariffs and without the existence of a Public Service Contract (PSC).

5. By Article VII of Ordinance no. 8/2011 it imposed a deadline of 31.12.2011 for implementation of electronic 

ticketing systems for facilities granted veterans and pensioners county transport (regional), inter-county, rail and 

inland waterways. 

According to Art. II 2 and stipulations laid down in art. V din Ordinance no. 8/2011, until 31.12.2011 the 

Government should issue the Detailed Rule implementing. By some other normative act this deadline was 

extended until 31.12.2014 and 31.12.2015. However, since 2011 the rules have not yet been issued by the 

Government.

6. On 27.12.2006, Article no. 2 of the Ministry of Finance Order number 2226/2006 have been abrogated 

imprinted models for county and inter-county transportation tickets (although they are imprinted under special 

regime). Subsequently, Article no. 41 paragraph 3 of Ordinance 27/2011 on road transportation has been 

provided: "The tickets pattern shall be established of Ministry of Transport by Order of Minister Transport, with 

the approval Ministry of Finance." Since then remained unregulated.



Thank you!

Stelian Nicola
General manager STP Alba Iulia 


